
Use of modpacks

We (the management of DPG) receive regular
questions about the use of modpacks. If you want to
use one, we recommend downloading a modpack from
Wargaming's mod hub:

https://wgmods.net/

We prefer the modpack from Aslain because we also
use this ourselves. Unfortunately, we cannot assist in
supporting other modpacks as we have no knowledge
of them. Don't forget to activate your XVM after
installation:

https://modxvm.com/en/

It is important for those who ride in a team to activate
XMQP. This allows you to exchange more information
with your teammates.

New officers within DPG

A number of people have recently been given a new
position within DPG. For the sake of clarity, we list
them here:

DPG1, executive officer: Davey (Daveyessex)
DPG1 en 2, personnel officer: Dennis (Kingkittie /
Stradlle1308))
DPG2, recruiter: Robin (Robogamers_1)

We wish these fighters every success in their new
position!

Clan wars

DPG1 participated with one team in the latest
campaign on the Global Map. Although we have not
been able to capture reward tanks on Tier X, we can
still look back on a successful campaign. This

is because we have achieved all the predetermined
goals. We will list those goals:

1. Ride the entire campaign with one full team.
2. Allow the player to assemble a tier 7 or 8 tank.
3. Enable players with a lot of bonds to bid in the
    auction for Tier X.
4. Let players and field commanders gain experience
    for the future.

Unfortunately, we have noticed that there were
sometimes more players than places in the team and
players who had "difficulty" with the choices of the FCs.
These are situations in which we can never keep
everyone happy and would like to understand them a
little more. There is no I in team …

The best clan war tanks

We are regularly asked which tanks are best for the
clan wars on the Global Map. We recommend that you
watch this video to determine which tanks you like the
most and which suit your playing style best:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5KvVS73P9s

Team training

On Friday, January 29, we will again hold a team
training for all DPG employees under the guidance of
Jos Schmitz. As usual Jos will take us through the
secrets of a map and this time we will also pay
attention to technical topics such as how to do the
focus fire, what a push means and how to drive around
a corner together. Gathering at 8 p.m.
and start at 8.30 pm at the latest!
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